
  

Welfare Campaigns Meeting   02-12-2020 

Welfare Campaigns Meeting – 29-11-2020 

Attendance: ES (Senior Welfare Officer), HH (Campaigns Manager), SWC 

(President), MP (Vice-President), IA, GT, BC, TAF, HM (EM Rep), CA, GF, 

MPi 

Apologies: JGa (Female Welfare) JG (Male Welfare), 

Location: Zoom 

Feedback on Looking up in Lockdown  

HH Seems like a success, got a lot of information out. We could use a bit more 

communication – even if you’re busy that’s ok, just need to know. 

ES It was great! 

Plan for learning styles  

HH We’re going to have to push this back, would be better to do it in January. We could 

do a bit of work for this over Christmas – it’ll give us less to do when we come back. Link 

will be on agenda. We’re just carrying on with where we left off before lockdown. Have a 

look at what we’ve got so far on MS Teams. 

IA Are we sticking to MS Teams? 

HH Yeah, let’s try and keep it all on the same platform. 

“Self-Welfmas Calendar” (Working Title)  

HH We don’t think a campaign would be super useful, so ES and I have suggested a 12 

Day calendar thing 

ES The 12 Days thing could be too similar to Outreach – do we have any ideas for 

names/structure of a wellbeing event 

HH Recipies etc that can be shared, various wholesome activities, we need ideas 

MP Something to do with Advent Calendar? 

ES I’ve come up with “Self-Welfmas Calendar” – the more you think about it the worse 

it gets. I’ll set up a platform we can all contribute too. 

HH We could do a prize of some kind as it gets people to share. Any thoughts? Some sort 

of books or self care package. 

CA We could recommend good self-care books 

ES As a team could you guys help with something like a “something im proud of this 

year”? That would be useful but if you’re not useful, 

GF We could do something with a different picture with different masks etc. 

 


